
See-Saw, ????
&lt;/lyrics&gt;

{{Translation|Japanese}}
==Romanized Japanese==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
kono basho wo dete aruku 
michi no koto wo kangaeru
sora wa mada hayai yuugata  
kumo ni iro wo nokoshite
tonari no kodomo wa onaji uta 
mou sando mo utatte 'ru
owaru kotoba omidasezu  
saigo dake zutto kurikaeshite

hajime mo owari mo iranakatta  
kimi no me ga tsubuyaita
donna kioku wo sagashitara 
mune no fukami he todoku no darou
nagasukita  kimi no iu 
hibi wa ichiya no yume no you de
owaru kotoba shinjirarenai  
mezame no toki wa mada tooi

sen no yoru wo kesenaide 
mada koko wo tatenai

dare no kokoro mo ugokasenai 
tada no mukuchi na SHIERAZA-DO
ikutsu no yoru wo kasanetemo 
hitotsu no koi sae katarenai
nukumori ni mo narenakatta  
nemonogatari wa doko he kiete
kimi no yasashii kotoba dake 
semete oboete okitakatta

sen no yoru wo kesenaide 
hitori no michi ni seki wo tatsu

yasashii kotoba dake semete oboete okitakatta
hitotsu no yori ni kieta sen no yoru wo...
&lt;/lyrics&gt;
||
==English Translation==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
Walking out from this place, 
pondering the path.
the sky is still early dusk, 
leaving twilight colors on the clouds.
The child next door has sung
the same song three times.
Couldn't remember the last words, 
keep on repeating the last phrase.

I didn't need a beginning or an ending, 
your eyes murmured to me.
What memory do i need to search 
in order to reach into my heart?
The too long days you speak of are like 
a one night dream,
Not able to believe it will end.
The time to awake is still far away.

Don't erase a thousand nights,
we still can't depart from here.



The silent Scherezade 
that can't move anyones feelings.
No matter how many nights have passed, 
she can't even speak of one love
Disapeared are the bed time stories 
that didn't provide warmth.
I wanted to at least 
to remember your kind words.

Don't erase a thousand nights, 
as you standing upon a lonely path.

I wanted to at least remember those kind words. 
The thousand nights that disappeared in one night...
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